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IMPORTANT: Information contained in this newsletter is not advice.
Clients should not act solely on the basis of material contained in this
bulletin. Items herein are general comments only and do not constitute
or convery advice per se. Also, changeds in legislation may occur quickly.
We therefore recommend that our formal advice be sought before acting
in any of the areas. The bulletin is issed as a helpful guide to our clients
and for their information.

TAX UPDATES
SAFE WORK AUSTRALIA
COVID-19 SMALL BUSINESS HUB
Safe Work Australia has a small business hub with tailored
resources to help small businesses operate within a COVID
safe environment.
The topics covered include risk assessments, physical
distancing and cleaning of the workplace. There are also
guides for 30 different industries on how to implement
duties under WHS law for physical distancing, cleaning and
hygiene.
A COVID 19 resource kit is also available to download which
can provide your workplace with posters, signage,
templates and checklists as required.

Scan the QR Code for
the Small Business Hub

GOVERNMENT GRANTS - WHAT’S
ASSESSABLE INCOME

TAX OFFICE INTEREST RATES

Your business may have received a grant as part of the
COVID assistance package or may be in receipt of a grant
for employing an apprentice. It is important to understand
that most government grants and all grants from any other
organisation will be considered assessable income for
income tax purposes.

If you have overdue unpaid tax liabilities or there is an excessive
shortfall in an incorrectly varied or estimated income tax
instalment, you will be required to pay General Interest Charges
(GIC).

This includes grants such as JobKeeper payments,
Australian Apprenticeships Incentives Program, NSW Small
Business Recovery Grant or other subsidies for carrying on
a business.
CashFlow Boost payments are specifically tax-free
payments along with any other government payments
which are specifically tax-free.
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If your tax return has been amended and your liability has
increased, an interest will be applied to the shortfall amount
known as the Shortfall Interest Charge (SIC).
GIC and SIC rates are reviewed and updated quarterly.
The rates for the third quarter of the 2021 financial year is
7.02% for the General Interest Charge whilst the Shortfall
Interest Charge is set at 3.02%.

MYGOVID AND ATO
BUSINESS PORTAL
DIVISION 7A LOANS AND COVID-19
The ATO has clarified their position on Division 7A private
company loans being put on repayment hold due to COVID
19.
The ATO does not consider a loan being put on hold as
forgiveness of the debt, but merely a postponing of an
amount payable. Therefore, if a shareholder is temporarily
unable to meet their payment obligations, there will be no
loan forgiveness triggered. The loan is still in existence as
the creditor will still insist on repayment at a future date.

PROTECT YOUR INFORMATION
As the economy moves into increasingly digital operation,
which has been accelerated by COVID, it is more important
than ever to ensure your digital information is safe from
phishers or scammers.
If a scammer obtains your personal digital information they
could impersonate you to drain your bank account, interact
with government services, take out a loan, setup a fake
business name or scam employees and clients.
Some simple steps to help keep your information safe
include:

The ATO Business Portal is a very helpful tool for any
business operator. Access to the ATO Business Portal is
gained through your myGovID account and linked through
the Relationship Access Manager (RAM).
Online Services which can be accessed through the
Business Portal include:
◦ Prepare, lodge and revise Activity Statements
◦ Lodge TFN declarations for new employees
◦ View Single Touch Payroll reports
◦ Lodge online forms such as Taxable Payment
Annual Reports
◦ Access the Small Business Superannuation
Clearing House
Update details and contact information
Key Tip – Use a personal email not work email to setup
your myGovID.

Scan the QR Code for more information
about the ATO Business Portal

◦ Electronically secure your business files and
employee information
◦ Have complex passwords and change them
regularly
◦ Remove system access for employees who no
longer work for you
◦ Ensure staff have appropriate access to
governments services with Relationship Access
Manager
◦ Ensure all employees log out of all systems and
lock computers when not in use
◦ Have up to date antivirus software on all devices
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AGE LIMITS ON SUPERANNUATION
CONTRIBUTIONS
There is a proposed change to be applicable from 1 July
2020 which applies to superannuation contributions for
older Australians. The proposed changes are:
◦ Make voluntary concessional and non-concessional
contributions without meeting the work test if they
are younger than 67 (previously 65 years)
◦ Receive spouse contributions if they are 75 years
old or younger

INSTANT ASSET WRITE OFF
The temporary increase in the Instant Asset Write off has
been extended to 31 December 2020.
The current
thresholds are as follows:

APPLICABLE
PERIOD ¹

ELIGIBLE
BUSINESSES
AGGREGATED
TURNOVER

THRESHOLD²

12 March 2020 to 31
December 2020³

Less than $500M

$150,000

1 January 2020
onwards

Less than $10M

$1,000

¹ dates when asset first used or installed ready for use
² motor vehicle cost limits apply
³ for businesses with aggregated turovers from $10M to less than
$500M, the $150,000 threshold applies to assets purchased after
7:30PM (AEDT) on 2 April 2019 but not first used or installed ready
for use until 12 March 2020 to 31 December 2020

DEPRECIATION LIMIT ON CARS
The depreciation limit on cars has increased to $59,136
from 1 July 2020. This also increases the GST limit on the
purchase of new cars to one-eleventh of $59,136.
The threshold for luxury car tax has increased to $68,740 or
$77,565 for fuel efficient cars. Remember, that you cannot
claim a GST credit for any amount of luxury car tax paid.

COVID-19 WORKING FROM HOME
DEDUCTIONS
The ‘shortcut method’ for working from home deductions
for employees due to COVID-19 has been extended to 31
December 2020. The ATO may consider extending it
further, depending on when work patterns return to
normal.

FUEL TAX CREDITS
The Fuel Tax Credit amounts usually update once every six
months, however there is no change for this current period
which commenced on 3 August 2020. Therefore, continue
using the Fuel Tax Credit Rate which commenced on 3
February 2020.
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In order to claim the 80 cents per hour deduction, each
employee must keep a diary of the hours worked from
home. If the ‘shortcut’ method is used, there are no further
deductions available for any work from home expenses,
including phone, internet and depreciation on capital items.

Scan this QR Code for our
Work From Home Guide

CYBER THREATS TO
YOUR BUSINESS
With the immense pressure businesses are currently facing, it’s easy to neglect things like cyber security, which is a critical
element to keeping your business running.
Hackers and scammers will target a business when they think their guard is down, don’t be caught out.
Regardless of your business size, if you have a database of customer information, you need to do everything possible to
protect your customers.
Below are some of the most common types of cyber threats that businesses may face and what you can do about it.

Malicious Software (Malware)
Malicious software (usually known as Malware) is a blanket term which includes viruses, spyware, trojans and worms. They
are unauthorised software designed to cause harm.
Malware gains access to important information such as your banking details, credit card numbers and password.
Some tips to help protect you against malware include automatically updating your computer software applications and
operations, using a reputable anti virus and anti-malware software and regularly backing up your business data.

Scam Emails (Phishing)
Scam Emails (known as phishing) are designed to trick recipients out of money and data. They may mimic the way certain
brands or companies layout their emails to try and appear real in order to bait you into clicking a link or attachment.

Scam emails can be generally broken down into three categories:
◦ Phishing: generally emails with very obvious warning signs that they are dodgy and sent to thousands of
targets
◦ Spear Phishing: Fraudulent messages that are sent to a specific person, usually the business owner,
receptionist or finance and payroll manager
◦ Whaling: Messages usually aimed at high level targets such as CEOs
Phishing is not limited to emails only as you can now be targeted via SMS and also through social media.
Some things you should be cautious of when looking out for phishing emails and messages are if they are requesting for
money, especially if urgent or overdue, if they have included attachments without much context or in a strange file format,
there are links for you to click to request to check or confirm your login details.

“ Hackers and scammers will
target a business when they
think their guard is down,
don’t be caught out.”

Ransomware
Ransomware is malware that can lock down your computer and files and ask for a ransom to have these unlocked. They are
typically carried out through legitimate looking email links or attachments that when downloaded or opened, the ransomware
will encrypt your files and then demand a ransom to restore access – typically asking for cryptocurrency payments.
It should be also known that most small to medium businesses in Australia are not prepared to deal with ransomware attacks.
To prevent and help recover from ransomware attacks, it is important to regularly update your operating systems and
software, as well as back up your business data.

Procedures for Prevention of Cyber Attacks
Small businesses generally lack the resources for a dedicated IT staff to help the business apply security measures.
It is important for your internal processes to be one of the last and most important lines of defence in protecting your
business from cyber security threats.
Some tips in helping protect your business include:
◦ Regulating who can access what within your business’ computing environment
◦ Using a passphrase or sentence as your password instead of one word
◦ Using multi-factor authentication
◦ Educating staff and yourself to protect against cyber threats
◦ Having a cyber security incident response plan
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AIRBNB & COVID:
IMPACT ON THE RENTAL
MARKET
Anna Porter, Suburbanite

After many months of lockdowns, life has been brought back into the accommodation industry, and Airbnb’s bookings have
begun bouncing back, with a twist. But with sweeping changes to the property landscape likely to have more of a lasting
impact, is it time for Airbnb to pivot?
Suburbanite Principal, market commentator and valuer, Anna Porter shares her thoughts from a professional’s perspective.

Airbnb will have to pivot to stay relevant
While Airbnb may currently be seeing an increase in bookings, they are not all the same as they once were. The big disruptor
now needs to become more traditional and provide well priced midterm accommodation for displaced workers that can’t
travel across borders or people who have been stranded by border closures and isolation.
Those that haven’t done so are going to struggle.
As tenants encounter financial hardship amid rising unemployment, many are moving back in with their parents or turning to
Airbnbs as a stopgap measure. We are currently seeing people transitioning to stopgap measures, like Airbnb properties, if
they had to let go of a more expensive tenancy or are looking for a temporary housing solution.
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Gone are the days where workers could easily cross borders, so businesses are now putting their staff into Airbnbs for weeks
at a time, instead of sending them back to their home state where they would be required to enter quarantine.
There will also be highly likely chance that a glut of Airbnb will be coming onto the long-term rental market, and in areas where
they are regional or coastal, which will push up vacancies.
Many Airbnb hosts will need to decide if they should try to rent out the property fully furnished or take the loss on removing
furnishings/storing it. This is because furnished properties don’t tend to rent as well in the long-term accommodation market
so this is a big call they need to make.

“ Gone are the days
where workers could
easily cross borders”

The Fall in the Accommodation Business
The fall in tourism numbers coupled with the economic condition gives Airbnb hosts the opportunity to pivot to survive on
the other end of this. The data is showing that they are starting to pick back up again with more than 55,000 new bookings in
Australia as at May 24 compared to the low point of 16,000 for the week of 20-26th April, 2020.
The Airdna data also indicates that average daily rates for accommodation have slightly increased from the same period last
year but occupancy rates have dropped off. For next week alone, its predicted occupancy will be at 40.9% compared to last
years 48.6%, according to the data.*
Some properties and hosts may not bounce back after they take the revenue loss, juggling mortgage repayments and then
the loss of furniture as one of the assets they would have invested in, possibly to the tune of tens of thousands. This could
also result in many properties being placed up for sale also which in turn will soften the holiday market for buyers and create
some good buying power outside of the big capitals over the next 12 months.
Whilst these times are challenging and many property owners may be seeking a ‘quick sale’, there are some things that
should not be done.

“ DO NOT panic
and sell your
property
”
DO NOT panic and sell your property.
There are many lifelines available and we will get through this time. Once out the other side, there will be increased demand
and a stronger economy and increases in value.
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If you have no choice but to sell, you can contact a professional so they can put you in touch with the higher performing agents
in your area.
Professionals with a wide range of clientele and experience will be able to put you in contact with the correct agent tailored to
your needs and requirements.
Another reason is that there is also an evident buying opportunity that some Australians may be able to take advantage of.

“ Professionals with a
wide range of
experience will be
able to tailor to your
needs”
Below are some of the criteria to help you safeguard in general and self-assess whether you should invest.
Criteria for individuals who should consider investing:
◦ People with income security, and/or
◦ People with savings
◦ If you are comfortable to take a risk with potential upswing at the other end
◦ Are comfortable with the market fluctuating in the short term and can take a long term view
◦ Are able to hold the property for at least 12-24 months and wait for the economy to recover

If you would like to speak with a professional on your investment options, please do not hesitate to contact one of our team
members and we can put you through to the right person.

*The Airdna data mentioned can be viewed here: https://www.airdna.co/covid-19-data-center

CIB PRIVATE WEALTH:
MARKET UPDATE
By Paul Israel, Investment Manager

In this update we examine the outlook for shares, and focus on the healthcare sector.

Outlook for Australian Equities
◦ The broadly based stimulus program and early success in controlling COVID-19 has facilitated a 37% rally in the
ASX200 from March lows.
◦ Extension of the stimulus program should underpin corporate earnings trends
◦ EPS forecasts have turned positive with upgrades exceeding downgrades
◦ Contributors to upgrades have been Consumer related, Healthcare, Transport/ Logistics, and Materials
◦ Low interest rates continue to be supportive for equities, along with low inflation
◦ Near term, COVID-19 problems in Victoria and NSW serve as a “headwind” for the ASX200
◦ For the ASX200 to move higher, progress on developing a vaccine is likely needed
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A common concern remains that the rebound is irrational. How can shares be so strong when June quarter GDP declined by
an average of -10% in developed countries and an estimated -7% in Australia.
But as the investor Sir John Templeton once said: “bull markets are born on pessimism, grow on scepticism, mature on
optimism and die of euphoria” and we have certainly seen the run up since March occur against the prevailing backdrop of
pessimism.
It is worth noting that the All Ordinaries Index is still approximately 11% below its 2007 high made 13 years ago, despite the
Australian economy (GDP) being 65% higher than what it was then.

Source – Bloomberg, Auscap

Key Risks and mitigations
COVID, in the absence of a vaccine, will continue to be a risk. As activity returns to normal, there will be clusters of outbreaks,
however these should be contained at a local or state level. The second wave of new coronavirus cases in developed countries
has been far less deadly than the first. This likely reflects more young people being infected, better testing, better protections
for older people and better treatments. This in turn has seen most countries avoid a return to a full lockdown and limited the
hit to confidence.
The World Health Organisation have stated that ideally there would be multiple vaccine’s that are proven safe and effective.
As at 31 July, Globally there are 26 vaccine candidates in clinical evaluation. 5 of the 26 have progressed to Phase III clinical
trials and are considered highly promising including;
◦ Oxford University/ AstraZeneca – both parties operating on a not for profit basis. Currently being trialed in the
UK, South Africa, Brazil and about to commence in the US and India. Said to have produced promising
immune response, and no adverse safety events. Australia to distribute at least 25 million free vaccines if trials
are successful.
◦ Moderna/NIAID – trial with up to 30,000 participants. Moderna stated on track to deliver 500 million doses per
year beginning in 2021.
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Healthcare is likely to see substantial attention and investment post COVID.
Healthcare has offered low volatility and attractive long term returns, with most developed countries having seen their
expenditure on healthcare double over the past 40 years.

Calculations are based on monthly total returns
from 1990 to present

Source – Alpine Macro, and OECD Data

We believe the pandemic is a catalyst for the continued long-term performance of the healthcare sector. Long-term tailwinds
that are likely to gather momentum in the coming years include:
◦ A growing and aging population. According to the United Nations, there were 703 million people aged 65 or over
in 2019. This number is projected to more than double, reaching over 1.5 billion persons in 2050. Life expectancy
is also continuing to rise with many developed countries approaching 80 years. This combination of increased
longevity and aging demographic will have a profound impact on healthcare expenditures since demand rises
rapidly with age.
◦ A fast- growing middle class, particularly amongst emerging markets in Asia. Healthcare is a superior good with
a low price elasticity of demand. As income increases, the healthcare share of total consumption will increase.
The global middle class is expected to grow dramatically over the next decade. The Brookings Institute estimates
that the world’s middle class population will rise from 3.6 billion to 5.3 billion by 2030, with the bulk of the increase
coming from the Asia-Pacific region.
◦ Chronic Disease. Sedentary lifestyles and other elements of modern society will keep chronic diseases prevalent
for years to come. They contribute to higher rates of obesity, diabetes, and heart disease while age related
diseases such as Alzheimer’s are also more prevalent today than in the past. The enormous economic cost and
lost productivity due to chronic disease has a flipside in the huge incentive for medical innovation and payoff from
medical research and development.

Investment Strategy
We retain our defensive strategy based around holding companies that have reasonable earnings predictability, sustainable
cashflows, reasonable balance sheets and management capable of generating consistent returns on capital. Our focus is on
sectors with attractive, sustainable growth prospects including healthcare (CSL, Ramsay, and Resmed), retail staples (Coles,
Woolworths, and Wesfarmers), infrastructure / logistics (Transurban, Goodman Group) and resources (BHP, Northern Star).
Please let us know if we can be of any assistance, or you would like to discuss.
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CIB CLIENT CORNER
In this issue we spoke with James Hunt - Group Director of multiple fitness franchises to gain insight on how COVID has
impacted his business and how he has managed to overcome these challenges.
Tell us briefly about your business and what you do.
My organisation is a mixture of businesses, including franchises and start up companies, all of which operate within the fitness
industry.
The brands I own franchises in are Anytime Fitness and Orange Fitness, whilst the Start-up companies I own support and
supplement my franchise locations as well as other owners in the same network.
How long have you been in business and why did you start your business?
As of September 2020, I have now been in business working for myself for 10 years. My wife and I were starting a family at the
time and I wanted to ensure I could provide for her and our kids’ futures. I was previously working 60-70 hours a week door to
door and we were just getting by.
I had spent almost two decades being coached, mentored and surrounded by some of my industry’s best people, which
positioned me as capable and confident enough to make a change and go out and get started on my own two feet.
What are some of the highlights of your business career?
I think owning, opening and operating clubs internationally is a real “feather in the cap”. To be able to say “I’m an International
Club Owner” is a big career highlight.
For the past 12 months we have also been working to raise capital from an investor looking for a joint venture to expand our
group. This partnership will allow us to significantly expand the locations in our group.
How has COVID affected your business and how have you adapted your business to meet the current restrictions?
COVID has been a real test. We were mandatorily closed in Sydney for 12 weeks, March to June, and for our Melbourne sites
they were closed until only recently. Like many fitness brands, we pivoted and quickly provided an online platform as a short
term strategy until the gym doors could be open again.
COVID has made us adapt in some really positive ways, in particular the cleaning, hygiene and sanitisation. Our staff are 100%
happy to roll up their sleeves all day, everyday and clean their clubs top to bottom. It is inspiring to see the teams treat their
clubs with such passion and commitment to ensure we have a clean and safe environment for our members.
What are your top 3 tips for running a successful business, especially during such different times.
1. Build your “team of experts”. Everyone around you that will assist you to become successful. You won’t do it on
your own half as good as you can with the right people around you. I’m talking about accountants, lawyers,
engineers, other specialists, managers, employees, etc. Don’t shy away from spending good money on good
people. They will grow your business for you better and you ever could.
2. Get comfortable with taking risks. It comes with the territory. If you can’t handle the risk and sleep at night, you
won’t last.
3. Learn, learn and learn! For over a decade I have been preaching this. “The more you learn, the more you earn”.
Daily professional growth is essential in business. Stretch yourself daily, weekly, monthly to absorb as much as you
can, to constantly develop yourself and become the best of the best in your industry.
Is there anything else you would like to add.
This is a good opportunity for me to actually thank CIB. I have been with CIB for almost all of those 10 years I have been in
business, and they have supported my growth as its gone through the stages.
To this day, Damian Koryzma in particular has been a consistent key person in my “team of experts” and is always there to help
me navigate the deep waters you inevitably find yourself in when you do this long enough. I’m looking forward to the next 10
years to see where we, united, can take my group!
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UPCOMING KEY DATES AND DEADLINES
21 Dec 2020

November 2020 Monthly Activity Statement due for lodgement and payment

25 Dec 2020

Merry Christmas!

01 Jan 20201

Happy New Year!

15 Jan 2021

Tax returns for taxable large/medium entities as per the latest year lodged are due, unless required
earlier.

21 Jan 2021

Lodge and pay quarter 2, 2020-2021 PAYG instalment activity statement for head companies of
consolidated groups

21 Jan 2021

Lodge and pay December 2020 monthly business activity statements except for business clients with up
to $10 million turnover who report GST monthly and lodge electronically

28 Jan 2021

Quarter 2, 2020-2021 super guarantee contributions to funds are due.

21 Feb 2021

Lodge and pay December 2020 monthly business activity statements for business clients with up to $10
million turnover who report GST monthly and lodge electronically.

21 Feb 2021

Lodge and pay January 2021 monthly business activity statements.

28 Feb 2021

Tax returns due for non-taxable large/medium entities as per the latest year lodged (except individuals).

28 Feb 2021

Tax returns for non-taxable head company of a consolidated group, including new registrants, that has a
member who has been deemed a large/medium entity in the latest year lodged are due.

28 Feb 2021

Tax returns for large/medium new registrants (non-taxable) head company of a consolidated group are
due

28 Feb 2021

Self-managed superannuation fund annual returns for new registrants, unless otherwise advised are due
for lodgement and payment.

21 Mar 2021

Lodge and pay February 2021 monthly business activity statement

CIB STAFF CORNER
CIB Welcomes New Staff!
◦ Rakovya Nguyen to Team Chowdhury
◦ Kylie Speers to Team Admin
◦ Richard Pugh to Team Audit
◦ Ashika Singh to Team Koryzma
◦ Rohana Senarathna to Team SMSF
Farewell and Congratulations to Chris Harper on her retirement!
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